ABSTRACT With the increasing demands of location-based services, indoor positioning systems based on the received signal strength (RSS) fingerprinting and pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) have been attracting lots of research interests in both academia and industry. However, the RSS fingerprinting suffers from the burdensome site survey for radio map construction, while the PDR tracking suffers from the accumulative step localization error. In this paper, we propose the RMapTAFA scheme to construct a radio map from pedestrian trajectories to jointly address the two challenges. We first propose a novel sample-fingerprint structure containing two new coefficients for fingerprint composition: the credibility coefficient measures the confidence level of a sample, while the reliability coefficient defines the importance of each element in a fingerprint. Each step RSS sample of a pedestrian trajectory, if being determined eligible, is included into the proposed structure, together with its credibility computed from our proposed fingerprint amendment algorithm. Furthermore, we propose a trajectory adjustment algorithm via selective particle filtering by enjoying the RSS-fingerprinting result obtained from the constructed radio map. Field measurements and experiments validate the RMapTAFA scheme in terms of the improved localization performance of both pedestrian trajectory tracking and stationary point positioning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Location information plays a very important role in many applications, however, obtaining indoor locations for persons is much harder as lack of strong GPS signals. For the localization of people, the pedestrian dead-reckoning (PDR) based on inertial sensors' measurements is a widely used indoor positioning and tracking technique [1] - [3] . For a pedestrian carrying a smartphone, his steps and walking directions can be detected via processing the inertial sensors' measurements [4] - [6] . The next step position of a pedestrian can be estimated based on his previous step position, empirical step length and estimated head direction. However, the error caused by inherent bias of inertial sensors could accumulate with the increasing of walking distance, which may lead to a large positioning error if without correction. To deal with the accumulative error problem in PDR-tracking, some studies have exploited proximity ranging techniques using radio beacons or magnetic fields for trajectory adjustment [7] - [9] .
In the last decade, the fingerprinting technique based on received signal strength (RSS) has been intensively studied for indoor localization [10] , [11] , which assumes each location possessing a unique RSS feature, called fingerprint. To support the RSS-fingerprinting, an indoor radio map should be first constructed in the offline training phase [12] - [14] . An indoor environment is divided into non-overlapping grid cells each with almost the same area. Site survey is often used to collect RSS samples at each grid center by some professional surveyors. A grid fingerprint can then be composed from its RSS samples, and an indoor radio map is then constructed by these grid fingerprints. In the online positioning phase, a test fingerprint can be positioned to a grid center with the minimal fingerprint distance [15] . Given its promising applications, however, the RSS-fingerprinting suffers from the time-consuming, labor-intensive and cost-prohibitive site survey for many practical environments [16] .
Recently, the crowdsourcing approach that exploits casually collected RSS-samples yet at non-specified locations from crowds other than surveyors has been promoted to help reducing or even eliminating the burdensome site survey for radio map construction [17] - [20] . The mostly used crowdsourcing is to extract RSS-samples from pedestrian trajectories [21] - [23] . The basic idea lies in the potentials of (correctly) matching a pedestrian trajectory with a physical route, by which the step RSS samples along with a trajectory can be labeled with their respective physical locations. The trajectory-route matching can be made by exploiting indoor landmarks with particular signal characteristics with or without the help of indoor floor plan [24] - [26] . However, such trajectory-route matching may not be accurate enough, which would lead to erroneous annotations for sample locations. The composition of grid fingerprints hence might become unconfident due to the inclusion of such erroneously annotated RSS samples, leading to unreliable radio maps.
In this paper, we study how to construct an indoor radio map from pedestrian trajectories. We compose a grid fingerprint from the step RSS samples obtained in pedestrian trajectories, and construct a radio map accordingly. In site survey, RSS samples of a same grid are generally regarded as measured at the same confidence level, and hence they are equally treated for fingerprint composition. However, due to the casual collection nature and inaccurate trajectory-route matching, step RSS samples obtained from pedestrian trajectories cannot be assumed to have the same confidence level for equally contributing to the grid fingerprint composition, which we call the sample inconsistency problem.
In this paper, we propose the RMapTAFA scheme for radio map construction based on trajectory adjustment and fingerprint amendment. At first, we design a novel samplefingerprint structure for each grid. When including a new RSS sample, we compute a credibility coefficient to represent its confidence level to be used for fingerprint composition. We next propose a new fingerprint composition algorithm based on the Gaussian kernel density estimation for eligible sample fitting. For each element of a grid fingerprint, we compute a reliability coefficient according to its different credibility coefficients in the contributing samples. Based on the amended grid fingerprint, we propose to compute a weighted signal distance for RSS-fingerprinting. Furthermore, we design a trajectory adjustment algorithm based on selective particle filtering, which exploits the RSS-fingerprinting result to selectively adjust the next step PDR-estimated location. The effectiveness of the proposed RMapTAFA scheme has been validated by field experiments, where the performance of both the pedestrian trajectory tracking and stationary point positioning outperform the peer schemes.
We briefly summarize our contributions as follows:
• Design a novel sample-fingerprint structure with two coefficients for fingerprint composition;
• Propose a trajectory adjustment algorithm based on selective particle filtering;
• Propose a fingerprint amendment algorithm based on eligible sample fitting;
• Propose a weighted distance computation for RSS-fingerprinting;
• Experiment the proposed radio construction scheme RMapTAFA with field measurements.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related work. The proposed solution is presented in III and experimented in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper with some discussions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the related work focusing on fingerprinting-based trajectory adjustment and trajectory-based fingerprint crowdsourcing. Trajectory adjustment can exploit the step location estimated from RSS-fingerprinting [27] - [32] . Some apply the extended Kalman filter to fuse the PDR-based heading change and step length with the RSS-fingerprinting location estimate [27] , together with indoor landmark recognition and calibration [28] , [29] . Besides using Kalman filter, some researchers propose to use particle filter to apply RSS-fingerprinting estimates for particle resampling via, e.g., assigning a particle new location and importance to adjust the next step direction and length [30] , [31] , [33] . Instead of correcting step locations on the move, Shen and Hui [32] propose to correct the heading of a long straight PDR trajectory via linear regression on RSS-fingerprinting estimated locations. Our trajectory adjustment is motivated by the particle filtering fusing RSS-fingerprinting estimates. However, ours differs with them in that we apply a selective correction approach and the RSS-fingerprinting uses the proposed new fingerprint structure.
For trajectory-based fingerprint crowdsourcing, some researchers propose to perform PDR-tracking on specified routes by pedestrians holding a smartphone, namely, via walking survey [34] , [35] . Many researchers have also studied the challenge of trajectory-route matching for unspecified walking trajectories, mainly by exploiting the relations between trajectory characteristics and indoor layouts [24] , [25] , [36] - [38] . For example, the LiFS [24] transforms indoor layout into a high dimensional stress-free floor plan so as to mapping with the trajectories embedded with the high dimensional fingerprint space. The SemanticSLAM [25] extracts some special indoor points as landmarks and combines them into PDR-tracking for trajectory matching. The RCILS [38] abstracts the indoor layout into a semantic graph to map with activity sequences VOLUME 7, 2019 contained within the trajectories. In this paper, we propose a novel fingerprint composition scheme based on our proposed sample-fingerprint structure. Yet it can also be easily included into the existing trajectory matching schemes to further improve the matching accuracy.
III. RADIO MAP CONSTRUCTION BASED ON TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENT AND FINGERPRINT AMENDMENT
A. THE RMapTAFA OVERVIEW
The sample inconsistency problem discussed in the first section widely exists in radio map construction from crowdsourced samples. To deal with this challenge, we propose a novel sample-fingerprint structure (SF-Struct) for each grid to compose its fingerprint from its support samples. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the SF-Struct for each grid consists of two parts: the grid support sample set S and the grid fingerprint F. The set S consists of up to N RSS samples obtained from different trajectories. Each element is a tuple (s j , α j ) with s j the RSS vector from its hearable APs. Furthermore, we assign each sample s j a credibility coefficient α j to indicate its confidence level when included into S. Notice that not all RSS samples in a pedestrian trajectory are included into the set S, but only those eligible RSS samples corresponding to step locations could be selected. Let A j and A = j∈S A j denote the set of hearable APs by the jth sample and that by the grid, respectively. Unlike the commonly used fingerprints, we define a new grid fingerprint structure by (1) where M is the number of all hearable APs, i.e. M = |A|. Each element (r i , β i ) is a tuple with r i the weighted average RSS for the ith hearable AP. Furthermore, we assign each r i a reliability coefficient β i to indicate its importance when performing the weighted distance computation for fingerprint comparison. The SF-struct can be described by two matrices: the S M ×N ×2 for the support set S and F M ×2 for the grid fingerprint F, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, each element of a sample s j is denoted by a tuple (s ij , α j ), which could be a missing element due to that the ith AP is not hearable in s j .
Before introducing the SF-Struct construction, we first propose a new weighted signal distance computation based on our grid fingerprint structure. Let
denote an online test fingerprint and an offline grid fingerprint, respectively. Note that the online fingerprint F t is still with the conventional format. Let A t and A g denote the set of hearable APs in F t and F g , respectively. We compute A int = A t A g as their intersection set. The weighted signal distance between F t and F g is computed by
Compared with the conventional signal distance computation, we include the reliability coefficients to differentiate the AP contributions when computing D sig (F t , F g ), as their respective average RSS may come from different samples each again with different credibility coefficients. Table 1 summarizes the main symbols and their meanings in the paper. We note that the proposed SF-Struct (S, F) can be applied to other sample collection approaches, as long as the sample eligibility and credibility can be appropriately obtained. In this paper, we propose to establish the SF-struct (S, F) from pedestrian trajectories. The establishment procedure consists of two main parts: trajectory adjustment based on selective particle filtering and fingerprint amendment based on eligible sample fitting.
B. TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENT BASED ON SELECTIVE PARTICLE FILTERING
The proposed adjustment algorithm is to correct a PDR-based trajectory with the fingerprinting-based location estimation via selective particle filtering in a step by step way. The basic PDR procedure includes four parts to estimate each step location of a trajectory: (i) step detection; (ii) length estimation; (iii) direction estimation and (iv) location estimation. After the step detection, we can obtain the timestamp t for a step down/up event.
Let (x t , y t ) and (x t−1 , y t−1 ) denote the current and last step location, respectively. Let l t and θ t denote the estimated step length and step direction between the two consecutive step locations. Note that the step direction is converted to the horizontal orientation between 0 and 2π . The estimated step location by PDR can be computed by
From each step timestamp, we can also obtain the corresponding RSS measurement vector, which can be used to obtain an estimated step location via the RSS-fingerprinting, denoted by (x f t , y f t ). The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is to We first compute the RSS-fingerprinting location (x f t , y f t ) as the centroid of the grid centers with the nearest signal distances, each computed by Eq. (2). Instead of using a global grid fingerprint matching, we use only those grids around the last step location within a reasonable step length for computing the signal distances. Furthermore, not every fingerprinting estimation (x f t , y f t ) is applied for trajectory adjustment due to the underdeveloped radio map or large estimation error.
We propose the following selection criteria for fingerprinting location: Let l f t and θ f t denote the Euclidean distance and direction, respectively, between the last step location
The first condition states that the fingerprinting location should not be too close to or not be too farther away from the last step location. This is based on the common sense of a reasonable pedestrian step length. The second condition states that the fingerprinting location should still be within a reasonable moving direction, compared with the last moving direction. This is to exclude the case of a U-turn that would be considered as the beginning of a new trajectory. Yet a normal turn like passing by a corner is considered as the continuation of the current trajectory.
We next generate K particles (x k t , y k t ) each representing one PDR-based step location estimation, that is, (4) where (x k t−1 , y k t−1 ) is the kth particle around the last step location and ( x , y ) the process noises each following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and σ p standard deviation. These K particles are initialized around the start location of the trajectory. The importance weight ω k for each particle is initially assigned as ω k = 1/K , k = 1, ..., K . If the fingerprinting location (x f t , y f t ) is selected, these importance weights are updated according to
where σ q is the standard deviation of measurement noise and d kf the Euclidean distance between the fingerprinting location (x f t , y f t ) and particle location (x k t , y k t ). Obviously, if a particle is closer to the fingerprinting location, it will be assigned a larger weight. After the update, all new particle weights will be further normalized.
Particle resampling is then performed based on the new normalized weights: The number of particles remains unchanged, however, the particles with high weights are replicated while those with low weights are discarded. This would lead to a location correction towards a balance between the PDR-based estimation and fingerprinting-based estimation for the current step location. After the resampling, the geometric center of the particles is then obtained, denoted by (x t ,ŷ t ), which is not directly used as the step location but subject to the following feasibility check: Letl andθ denote the distance and direction, respectively, between (x t ,ŷ t ) and the last step location (x t−1 , y t−1 ). Recall that we denote l t as the estimated step length by PDR. If |l t − l t | ≤ ρl t (0 < ρ < 1), then we set the current step location (x t , y t ) = (x t ,ŷ t ). Otherwise, the current step location is computed by
FIGURE 2. Illustration of the step location adjustment via selective particle filtering. All the particles (the colored dots) are first generated according to Eq. (4), which can be seen around the PDR-estimated location (the triangle). Given the fingerprint location (the square), particle resampling is performed with the importance weights computed by Eq. (5), resulting that particles close to it are replicated more than once. The label s k indicates the kth particle; while r k the kth particle after resampling. The geometric center of these resampling particles (the star) is then used for the step correction.
As illustrated by Fig. 2 , K particles, denoted by the dots with lables s k , are first generated around the PDR estimated location (x . Note that the step location (x t , y t ) can be either a fingerprinting-adjusted location, or a simple PDR-based location. For the very first trajectory, we only have simple PDR-based locations, as the SF-struct (S, F) is empty. Finally, the pseudo-codes for the proposed trajectory adjustment algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. FINGERPRINT AMENDMENT BASED ON ELIGIBLE SAMPLE FITTING
The proposed amendment algorithm is to update the SF-struct (S, F) with the step RSS samples of a trajectory. In this paper, we allow that a single sample can be assigned to more than one grid. For one sample, we first find its candidate grids for its assignment and then compute the credibility coefficients to its assigned grids. After the sample assignment of one trajectory, we amend each grid fingerprint and compute its new reliability coefficients. Perform particle resampling according to ω k t 10:
Obtain resampled particles' geometric center (x t ,ŷ t ) 11: Computel t andθ t between (x t−1 , y t−1 ) and (x t ,ŷ t ) 12: if |l t − l t | ≤ ρl t then 13: Set (x t , y t ) = (x t ,ŷ t ) 14: else 15: Compute (x t , y t ) according to Eq. (6) 16: end if 17: else 18: Compute (x t , y t ) as the K particles' geometric center 19: end if 20 : end for
We first amend the support set structure S when including a new RSS sample as follows: Let s t denote the RSS sample of the tth step with the location (x t , y t ). We first compute its target grid as the one with the smallest Euclidean distance. Let L t ≡ (x t , y t ) and L g ≡ (x g , y g ) denote the sample location and gth grid center location. We compute their Euclidean distance by:
Then
). The target grid g tgt as well as its neighboring grids are candidates to assign s t , which are indexed by g 1 , ..., g G . We note that it is possible that the labeled location of s t is not within the indoor environment at all. This suggests a large location error even for the amended PDR trajectory. However, as the trajectory is still within the environment, we also include this sample to update the support sample set, yet assigning it with a very small credibility coefficient.
We compute the credibility coefficient α g when assigning s t to its gth candidate grid as the weighted distance difference in between the signal space and the Euclidean space: For each candidate grid, we first compute its normalized weights in the two space distances by:
where F t and F g are the RSS fingerprint of the sample s t and the gth grid, respectively. We then compute α g as follows:
Recall that the basic idea of fingerprinting is based on the following assumption: The smaller the signal space distance between two samples, the smaller the Euclidean distance between them. As a trajectory sample may not be obtained exactly on one specified grid, we first compute φ phy g and φ sig g to represent their normalized distances over candidate grids in the physical space and signal space, respectively. The credibility coefficient is then computed based on the consistency of the difference of the distances in the two spaces: The smaller the distance difference between a sample and a grid, the more credible the sample closer to the grid. That is, the smaller the distance difference |φ phy g − φ sig g |, the larger the credibility α g . Note that a very small value was assigned as the credibility for the samples on the very first trajectory, because there is no existing radio map at the beginning of our proposed scheme and the PDR trajectory is not accurate enough.
We next amend the fingerprint structure F for each grid with newly assigned samples. Note that the fingerprint amendment can also be done in an asynchronous manner as long as new samples are included into the SF-Struct. For one grid, we first update the average RSS per hearable AP based on the Gaussian kernel density estimation. For the ith hearable AP, let s ij and α j denote the jth sample RSS value and its corresponding credibility coefficient, respectively. For this sample, we generate a Gaussian kernel density curve with the s ij mean and c(1 − α j ) kernel width, where c is a constant. Note that the larger the credibility coefficient α j , the sharper the curve with a larger density at s ij . A larger α j indicates that this sample is located within this grid with a higher credibility. So the possible RSS values of this grid should be around its RSS value s ij , which means a sharper curve with a concentrated RSS distribution. The final Gaussian density curve is obtained as the average of all these sample Gaussian curves. The peak point of the final curve is used to determine r i and ρ i , where r i is regarded as the average RSS value for the ith AP and ρ i is used to compute its reliability coefficient. As illustrated by Fig. 3 , we generate one Gaussian kernel density curve for each RSS value of the samples for AP 4 in Fig. 1 For each hearable AP, we then update its reliability coefficient by
n i is the number of samples for the ith hearable AP and A g the set of all hearable APs in the grid. Note that each sample contains the RSS values from all of its hearable APs, but the numbers of samples from different hearable APs may be different. For a same grid, more samples from an AP generally indicate that this AP is with a good radio quality and low packet loss rate, which suggests a higher reliability also. So we also include the sample number n i as a normalization weight when computing the reliability coefficient.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENT SETTING
We conducted filed measurements for corridor areas of two different typical office environments, the environment A and B as illustrated by Fig. 4 . The total area of corridor in the environment A is about 217 m 2 , within which we create in total 602 grids each with 0.6 × 0.6 m 2 area. Note that in the environment A we have not installed our own APs at all and do not assume that the positions and number of APs are known beforehand. Instead, we are enjoying the widely available existing Wi-Fi infrastructure; The corridor of the environment B covers an area of about 172 m 2 , and within which 529 grids are created, and each of grid is with area of 0.6 × 0.6 m 2 . Within the environment B, four APs of our own have been deployed, whose locations are shown in Fig. 4(b) . Besides, the sampling rate is set as 20Hz for both the radio transceiver and inertial sensors. Specifically, for the experiment environment A, students holding a Xiaomi Mi6 smartphone walked at a constant speed along three routes: the ENW, WSE and NWSE route, as illustrated by Fig. 4(a) . In the environment B, students holding a Samsung smartphone walked along five routes, as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) . In the environment B, only the starting points and the end points of the five routes are specified, yet the walking processes are more freely and the ground truth trajectories are more complex, compared with the environment A. Detailed ground truth trajectories are plotted in the supplementary material of this paper.
We adopt the following techniques for the PDR-based trajectory tracking. The step detection is based on the 3-axis accelerator measurements. We adopt a bandpass filter between 1.5Hz and 2.5Hz to filter out noises and use the peak detection algorithm [39] for step detection. For step length estimation, we use the Weinberg algorithm [40] ; and for step direction estimation, we use the azimuth measurements and transform the range from (−π, π) to (0, 2π ) to facilitate the calculation.
We compare the proposed RMapTAFA with the following peer schemes-RMapTSimple and RMapTNaive, which also construct a radio map from pedestrian trajectories. The RMapTSimple uses our trajectory adjustment algorithm and compose a grid fingerprint via averaging RSS samples without applying our fingerprint amendment algorithm. The RMapTNaive applies only the PDR-tracking without adjusting a trajectory via the RSS-fingerprinting and composes a grid fingerprint by averaging the RSS samples within the grid. Table 2 presents the comparison schemes.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR TRAJECTORY ADJUSTMENT
We first compare the trajectory adjustment performance by using the ENW and WSE route in the environment A. For each route, ten trajectories are randomly indexed for the radio map construction. Except the first trajectory, we can perform the proposed adjustment algorithm for the jth one (j > 1) by exploiting the intermediate radio map constructed upon the previous j − 1 trajectories. Furthermore, we can also use the intermediate radio maps to perform RSS-fingerprinting for the step RSS samples on each trajectory. For both the ENW and WSE routes, we choose the best and worst trajectory based on the trajectory average localization error (ALE), which is computed as the averaged location error of the trajectory steps.
Figs. 5 and 6 compare the trajectory adjustment and localization performance for the ENW and WSE route, respectively. For the ENW route, Figs. 5(a) and (b) plot the best and worst trajectory, respectively; While Figs. 5(c) and (d) are the localization error distribution of different schemes corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively.We note that they maps for trajectory adjustment. The PdrOnly does not exploit the results of RSS-fingerprinting for trajectory adjustment.
From the trajectory plot in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), it is observed that the PdrOnly trajectories deviate the most from the ground truth, which can be attributed to the accumulated error of inaccurate sensor measurements. On the other hand, we can observe that the trajectories of PdrRMapTAFA and PdrRMapTSimple are closer to the ground truth. This should thank to the proposed selective particle filtering algorithm for trajectory adjustment, as the PDR accumulative errors can be corrected to some extent by enjoying the location estimations from the RSS-fingerprinting. By taking a further observation, we can see that the proposed PdrRMapTAFA achieves a smaller ALE than that of the PdrRMapTSimple in the two selected trajectories. For the WSE route, as presented in Fig. 6 , similar observations can be drawn as that in Fig. 5 . In particular, the ALE performance are as low as 0.87m and 0.88m in the best trajectory of the ENW and WSE route, respectively. This validates the effectiveness of the proposed fingerprint amendment scheme, as we do differentiate the step RSS samples of a trajectory if they are selected for radio map construction.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR THE CONSTRUCTED RADIO MAP
We first examine the localization performance of the constructed radio maps. For the environment A, we construct a radio map based on the twenty trajectories obtained from the ENW and WSE route and examine its localization performance for the NWSE route trajectories; While for the environment B, the radio map is constructed by the twenty trajectories from route 1, route 2 and route 3, and we examine its localization performance for the testing trajectories from route 2, route 4 and route 5, as described in IV-A. Fig. 7 plots the ALE of each testing trajectory of both experiment environments; While Fig. 8 is the localization error CDF of all the testing trajectories on the environment B. It can be observed that the proposed PdrRMapTAFA achieves the lowest ALE in all trajectories. Fig. 9 plots the best and worst trajectory of the environment A, each containing two laps of the NWSE route; Fig. 10 plots the best and worst trajectory of experiment environment B, within which the ground truths are included. Again, they are chosen based on the ALE of our proposed PdrRMapTAFA. It can be observed that our scheme produces adjusted trajectories much closer to the ground truth, compared with the other two schemes. In addition, our scheme also works well in the environment B, even though the testing trajectories in this scenario are more complex. When comparing the the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of trajectory localization errors, we can observe that the schemes with trajectory adjustment outperform their correspond one only using RSS-fingerprinting, that is, comparing PdrRMapTAFA with FpRMapTAFA in Fig. 9(c) and (d) , and comparing PdrRMapTSimple with FpRMapTSimple in Fig. 10(c) and (d) . The proposed trajectory adjustment algorithm enjoys the location estimate from both the PDR-tracking and RSS-fingerprinting, yet the PDR location adjustment is performed only when the RSS-fingerprint estimate is within a reasonable range, as according to our proposed selective particle filtering.
We finally examine the localization performance for stationary test points. To this end, we collected in total 242 test fingerprints uniformly distributed in the environment A. Note that in this experiment, the PdrOnly is not applicable for positioning the stationary test fingerprints. Instead, we construct the RMapTNaive radio map based on the PdrOnly trajectories, which composes a grid fingerprint by averaging the RSS samples within the grid. Table 3 summarizes the localization error results, and Fig. 11 plots the localization error CDF for the RSS-fingerprinting based on the three radio maps. From the results, we can observe that our proposed radio map RMapTAFA again outperforms the other radio maps in terms of much lower localization errors. This again validates the effectiveness of the proposed trajectory adjustment and fingerprint amendment algorithm for radio map construction from pedestrian trajectories. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the RMapTAFA scheme for radio map construction from pedestrian trajectories to jointly deal with the two challenges: The burdensome site survey in RSS-fingerprinting, and the accumulative localization error in PDR-tracking. The RMapTAFA contains a novel sample-fingerprint structure to address the sample inconsistency problem, and employs two algorithms-trajectory adjustment based on selective particle filtering and fingerprint amendment based on eligible sample fitting. Field experiments have validated the applicableness and effectiveness of the proposed scheme. In our future, we shall further exploit the indoor landmark recognition technique to enhance the trajectory tracking while improving sample credibility computation. 
